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NOTE: OLN THIS MESSAGE HAS NOT, REPEAT, HAS NOT BEEN TRANSMITTED TO UNITS SUBORDINATE TO ADDRESSES; ADDRESSES ARE RESPONSIBLE FOR DISSEMINATION OF MESSAGE TO ALL SUBORDINATE UNITS, ACTIVITIES, ETC. FOREIGN USERS AFFECTED OR CONCERNED!

RETRANSMITTAL SHALL REFERENCE THIS MESSAGE.
SUBJECT: MAINTENANCE ADVISORY MESSAGE ON DEFECTIVE COATING COMPOUND (GEN76-1).

1. RETP 82022Z JAN 76 FM AMC & SAT SUBJECT ALERT NOTIFICATION
   COATING COMPOUND
2. ELASTIC COATING COMPOUND, STRIPABLE MIL-S-4794 SUPPLIED BY
   SF YLAT CORP UNDER PURCHASE ORDER K-4H-26376-1 FOR NSN 15 AND
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BATCHES LISTED BELOW ARE DEFECTIVE CL NNSN
R230-00-723-9380 ID-8468 BLACK
R230-00-297-0169 ID-8496 WHITE.

2. YOUR ACTIVITY MAY HAVE RECEIVED THIS MATERIAL BETWEEN
   OCTOBER THROUGH DECEMBER 1975
3. REMOVE ALL STOCK OF ABOVE MATERIAL FROM SERVICE AND HOLD
   PENDING DISPOSITION INSTRUCTIONS; SUBMIT SF 368 (MILITARY) TO
   GSA, FSS, KANSAS CITY, MO, NLT 31 JAN 76
4. NEGATIVE REPLIES NOT NECESSARY.
5. POINT OF CONTACT FOR FURTHER INFORMATION IS JOHN O. TRESSLER,
   OIR ORDER PROCESSING & CONT DIV, GSA, FSS, FCC, WASH DC
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